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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new approach to extracting
the target text line from a document image captured by a pen
scanner. Given the binary image, a set of possible text lines
are first formed by nearest-neighbor grouping of connected
components (CC). They are then refined by text line merging
and adding the missed CCs. The possible target text line is
identified by using a geometric feature based score function
and fed to an OCR engine for character recognition. If the
recognition result is confident enough, the target text line is
accepted. Otherwise, all the remaining text lines are fed to
the OCR engine to verify whether an alternative target text
line exists or the whole image should be rejected. The effectiveness of the above approach is confirmed by experiments
on a testing database consisting of 117 document images
captured by C-Pen and ScanEye pen scanners.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the problem of how to extract a
target text line from a document image captured by a pen
scanner used in products such as C-Pen [3], ScanEye [4],
etc. The extracted text line will be fed to a Chinese/English
OCR engine developed in our lab [6, 2, 5] for character
recognition. Depending on the nature of the captured image, we define the target text line as follows:




For image examples as shown in Figs. 1(a)&(b), there
is only one line with complete characters that is naturally defined to be the target line;
For the image example as shown in Fig. 1(c), there are
several lines with complete characters, among which
one is in the middle of the image, thus can be defined
as the target line;
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Figure 1. Examples of Pen Scanner Images



For the image example as shown in Fig. 1(d), there are
also several lines with complete characters, but none
of them is clearly in the middle of the image. It is difficult even for human to judge which line is the target
line. Therefore, we let the OCR result speaks, namely,
the line with the highest recognition confidence will be
treated as the target line.

We wish our text line finder is able to extract the complete target line from the above type of document images,
and to reject any image that does not contain a text line
with complete characters as shown in Fig. 1(e), or the one
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that can not be recognized reliably by our OCR engine. Although there exist many good techniques for extracting text
lines from a printed document page scanned by a traditional
flatbed scanner (e.g., [11, 9, 1, 10, 7, 8]), it seems none of
them can fully achieve the goal for our specific application
here, mainly because of the following unique characteristics
a pen scanner image might have:






Due to the small scanning window of the pen scanner, a pen scanner image includes only a very limited
number of text lines, with a total number of characters
much smaller than that was expected in a traditional
document page;
The scanned character line might be skewed, undulated, and even curved;
Groups of characters might be separated by a big space
(e.g., Fig. 1(a)), yet they still need be treated as belonging to the same line.

We thus developed a new text line extraction approach for
our specific application. It is noted that although the overall
strategy of our approach is new, we do borrow many component techniques developed by others. In the following,
we describe in detail how our approach works.

Step 1: Initially, mark all the CCs as unassigned.
Step 2: Starting from an unassigned CC,





Given the binary document image captured by a pen
scanner, salt and pepper noises are first reduced by filtering
the image with an approach similar to the one in [10]. Then,
connected components (CC) are found. The CCs on the left
and right boundaries are typically the fragmented characters, thus are removed permanently. The patches of black
pixels touched to the boundaries are identified by using a
run-length smoothing algorithm (RLSA) [11] and are also
removed permanently. In the remaining CCs, we identify a
subset of special CCs that might include large noise speckles, underlines, border lines of tables and forms, graphics,
images, etc. We used CC’s size and CC’s black pixel density to make the decision. Apparently, some useful CCs
might be labeled wrongly as the special CCs. So, the special CCs are removed tentatively at this stage, and will be
re-examined in a later processing step when more information becomes available to make a better decision.

If the number of CCs in the above CC path is
larger than a threshold NT , then accept the path
and mark all the CCs in the path as assigned;

Step 4: For each pair of neighboring CC paths along vertical direction,



Merge them to form a new path, if



Skip, otherwise.

– the overlap degree, OD, is larger than a
threshold ODT , and
– the smallest vertical distance, DYmin , is
less than a threshold DYT ;

Step 5: For each unassigned CC,



Assign it to the CC path to which its nearestneighbor “assigned CC” belongs, if
– their grouping cost is less than a threshold
CAT ;

Step 6: For each special CC removed tentatively in the preprocessing step,



2.2. Forming Possible Text Lines
After the above preprocessing step, we sort all the remaining CCs from left to right based on the x-positions of
the centers of their bounding boxes. We then use the following procedure to form the possible text lines:

– the right-side boundary is reached, or
– the cost of grouping the CC pair is larger
than a threshold CT , or
– the angle, , between the bounding box centers of the two grouping CCs is larger than a
threshold T ;

Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until all the CCs are processed. Consequently, a set of initial CC paths are formed.

2. Our Approach
2.1. Preprocessing

Form a path of unassigned CCs by grouping recursively its right nearest-neighbor (NN) CC till



Remove it permanently, if
– its width is larger than a threshold, and its
height is smaller than a fraction of the height
of its neighboring CC path, or
– its height is significantly larger than the
height of its neighboring CC path, or
– its width is larger than a threshold, and its
black pixel density is significantly smaller
than the average black pixel density of its
neighboring CC path;
Add it to the CC path to which its nearestneighbor “assigned CC” belongs, otherwise.

Step 7: Treat each CC path as a possible text line.
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In the above procedure, we define the cost function for
grouping a pair of CCs, CCi and CCj , as follows:

Cij

= x  dx + y  dy + h  dh

Input Pen Scanner
Image

Fail

(1)

where dx , dy are the horizontal and vertical distances respectively between the bounding box centers of two CCs;
dh is the absolute value of the two CC’s height difference;
x , y , and h are three weighting coefficients. For a given
CC, its nearest-neighbor CC is the one with the smallest
cost function between them. The angle between two CCs is
dy
defined as 
dx .
For a CC path, CCPi , consisting of ni CCs, we sort
the CCs in descending order according to their heights. We
define CCPi ’s height, Hi , as the height of k th CC, where
k
ni. Furthermore, we use yij to denote the vertical
position of the bounding box center of j th CC. We define
CCPi ’s vertical center position as

= arctan( )

Form Possible
Text Lines

X

2.3. Extracting the Target Text Line or Rejecting
the Image
After the above processing steps, a set of M possible
text lines (labeled top down by line numbers ; ;    ; M )
are obtained from the given binary image. For ith text line,
we define, in the following, a score function based on some
geometric features to measure the possibility of the line being a target line as defined in the introduction section:

12

ji 21 M j (4)
where ni is the number of CCs in the text line, Hi and Yi
Si =

1

 ni + 2  Hi

3

jYi Ymid j

4

are the height and the vertical center position of the text
line respectively, and Ymid is the value of the vertical center
of the whole pen scanner image. Again, 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 are
weighting coefficients that need be set appropriately. We
found the following setting works well in practice:
1

= [ M1

XM ni]
i=1

1

;

OCR−based
Line Verification

Pass

Target
Text Line

Figure 2. The Flow Chart of our Target Text
Line Extraction Approach.

2

(2)

(3)
Furthermore, for each CC in CCPi , if there is a horizontally
overlapped CC in CCPj , we calculate and record their vertical distance dy . Among all such recorded distances dy ’s,
suppose DYmin is the smallest value. We define the smallest vertical distance between CCPi and CCPj as DYmin .

Pass

Fail

i

j=1
For a pair of CC paths, CCPi and CCPj , we can then
define their overlap degree, ODij as
1 (H + H )
j min(jYi Yj j; 21 (Hi + Hj )) :
ODij = 2 i
1 (H + H ) + jY
i j
i Yj j
2
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The tentative target text line, lt , is identified as follows:
lt = argmax
i Si :
4

The text line lt is then fed to our Chinese/English OCR engine for character recognition [6, 2, 5]. As described in [2],
during the recognition process, our OCR engine also evaluates a confidence measure for each recognized character
to show how reliable the recognition result is. From these
character-level confidence measures, we can also define the
text line level confidence measure to judge how reliable the
line is recognized. One simple confidence measure for text
line i is as follows:

CMi =

X CMi(k) ;

1 N

i

Ni k=1

(5)

where Ni is the number of characters recognized in the text
line, CMi k is the character-level confidence measure for
kth character.
For the above tentative target text line, lt , if its line-level
confidence measure CMlt is larger than a threshold CMT ,
we can confirm that the line is the target line we are seeking
and accept the recognition result. Otherwise, all the remaintext lines will also be fed to the OCR engine for
ing M
recognition. We choose the line with the highest line-level
confidence measure as a new tentative target text line. If its
confidence measure is larger than the threshold CMT , the
line is confirmed as the target line. Otherwise, we reject the
whole pen scanner image. Fig. 2 shows the flow chart of
our target text line extraction approach.

()

1
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Figure 3. Illustrative Examples of Line Finding
Results: (a) The possible CC paths; (b) Text
lines after the merging of CC paths; (c) The
identified target text line.

(d)
Figure 4. Examples Illustrating the Importance of Steps 5&6 in Line-Finding Procedure.

3. Experiments and Results
3.1. Some Illustrative Examples
To show how our approach works, in the following, we
use some examples to illustrate certain points.
For the pen scanner image example in Fig. 1(c), after
Steps 1-3 of the procedure described in Section 2.2, 6 CC
paths can be formed as illustrated in Fig. 3(a), where each
CC path is highlighted by overlaying a white line at the CC
path’s vertical center position. After the merging of CC
paths in Step 4, 3 possible text lines are formed as illustrated
in Fig. 3(b). For this specific example, Steps 5-6 do not affect the line-forming result. By using the score function in
Eq. (4), the middle line is identified as a tentative target line
as illustrated in Fig. 3(c). It is then fed to the OCR engine
for recognition. The verification test of the line-level confidence measure is passed, thus the line is confirmed as the
target text line.
Fig. 4(a) gives another example of the line-finding result after Steps 1-4. It is noticed that the CC representing
character “N” is not assigned during the previous processing steps. After Step 5, this CC is added into the middle
path as illustrated in Fig. 4(b), thus the complete text line is
formed. Two more examples are illustrated in Figs. 4(c)(d)
to show the impact of the Step 6. Here, the special CCs are
confirmed thus removed successfully. Again, all the lines
highlighted in Figs. 4(b)(c)(d) are identified successfully as
the target lines by using the score function in Eq. (4).
Fig. 5 gives an example to show the importance of using
the line-level OCR confidence measure for target line identification. Although the line of fragmented characters illustrated in Fig. 5(a) is identified as a tentative target line by
using the score function in Eq. (4), it is rejected by verifying

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Examples Illustrating the Importance of Using the Line-Level OCR Confidence Measure for Target Line Identification.

the line-level confidence measure. Consequently, the alternative line is recognized and accepted after the verification
of the line-level confidence. In this way, we can improve
the usability of this kind of products. As for the image example illustrated in Fig. 1(e), it can be successfully rejected
by using the line-level OCR confidence measure.

3.2. Benchmark Test
In order to verify the efficacy of our approach for target line extraction, we performed a benchmark test. To
form a testing set, we collected 60 and 57 document images by using C-Pen 10 [3] and ScanEye [4] pen scanners respectively. All images are scanned from printed English/Chinese books, journals, newspapers, etc. To use the
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Table 1. A Summary of Benchmark Testing Results for Line Segmentation and Target Line Extraction.
Number of
Total
Correctly Wrongly Wrongly Wrongly
Correctly
Number of Correctly
Pen Scanner Number
Formed
Deleted
Split
Merged Segmented
Identified Target Lines
Images
of Lines
Lines
Lines
Lines
Lines
Images
without OCR with OCR
59 (C-Pen)
113
112
0
1
0
58
56
58
57 (ScanEye)
121
120
0
1
0
56
56
56

pen scanner, one just grips it as holding a traditional highlighter and glides it naturally over a line of text. As a result, according to the criteria defined in introduction section,
there is only one C-Pen image need be rejected, namely the
one illustrated in Fig. 1(e). There are 3 ScanEye images
belong to the category as illustrated in Fig. 1(d). For these
images, if the line-finder can identify any line of complete
characters, we treat it as a correctly identified target line.
For the remaining images, there are no ambiguity for human to define the target line thus the ground truth can be
established accordingly.
Given the above testing data, it is impossible to verify
the garbage rejection capability of our target line extraction
algorithm. We leave this for future study after we collect
deliberately more garbage samples. At this stage, we only
use 59 C-Pen images and 57 ScanEye images that contain
target lines to test the accuracy of the target line identification. The verification threshold CMT has been set as 23 .
With this value, we did not observe any false rejections.
We summarize in Table 1 the benchmark testing results for
target line identification. There are 1 C-Pen image and 1
ScanEye image that are wrongly segmented, both due to the
wrong splitting of a target line. After using the OCR-based
line verification, target lines from 2 more C-Pen images are
identified correctly.

4. Discussions and Conclusion
In this paper, we have described an innovative approach
to extracting the target text line from a document image captured by a pen scanner. Its effectiveness has been confirmed
in a preliminary benchmark testing. It is noted that in our
approach, there are several control parameters need be set
appropriately. All of the above results are obtained by using
a fixed set of values for these control parameters. Due to
the space limitation, we are not able to elaborate on how we
choose and set these control parameters here, although we
do come out these values via some experiments and finetuning. As future works, we plan to collect more data to
perform a larger scale benchmark test. With more data, we
can also perform a more meaningful study of the sensitivity
of the control parameters on the performance of line identification and garbage image rejection. In this way, we can

hopefully identify the possible remaining weak points in our
current approach for further improvement.
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